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Scouting Report: QB Luke Falk, Washington St. 

*Our QB grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked Wonderlic test 

results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

 

Let’s get this party started with a jolt – Luke Falk may be the best player at ‘quarterbacking’ I’ve ever 

scouted. 

I did not say, “He’s the best quarterback I’ve ever scouted.” I mean he might be the best at the art of 

quarterbacking I’ve ever seen for a college kid. He is the most Tom Brady college QB I think I’ve ever 

seen. I thought Jared Goff was the most Brady I’d ever seen, but Falk is now ahead in that argument for 

me. Goff was more talented/gifted coming out of college, but stylistically and controlling the game – it’s 

Falk. 

Here’s the scouting line I’m trying to straddle with Falk… 

 -- Physically underwhelming…he has NFL size/height, but he doesn’t have a cannon arm, nor fleet feet 

and his upper body is a little on the thin side – things people said about Jared Goff going into the 

NFL…and about Tom Brady as well. His arm-strength worries me a bit.  

 -- Great at the art of quarterbacking…I mean, near-perfect mechanics…can read defenses…looks off 

defenders…places the ball in perfect spots in a clean pocket or muddy one. Some guys just ‘get it’. 

Wyoming’s Josh Allen doesn’t. Luke Falk does. Not many college QB prospects really do ‘get it’. And ‘it’ 

is hard to define, but Falk has ‘it’. 

I say Falk is the most Brady-like I may have ever seen not because I think he’s a perfect translation to 

become ‘the next Brady’ at the pro level, but because his style of play is a perfect copycat of Brady. 

Totally in control of the offense. One step ahead of the defense. Doesn’t force a lot of throws unless the 

situation warrants. Will not lock on to one receiver…is fine checking passes down to keep the team 

moving. Watching Falk is like watching Brady…QB maestros, virtuosos. 

Falk is also tough like Brady – stays in the pocket seemingly unfazed by pressure closing in, but enough 

pocket awareness to slide around or step up without breaking his focus down the field. 

Falk can be ‘like Brady’ all he wants but he needs to be drafted by a Bill Belichick-type who believes in 

him to have a chance.  

So, why isn’t Falk getting more play for the draft? 

First, off…the football media hates Mike Leach (WSU head coach) the person and despises his offense. 

It’s a pass-heavy offense that pumps stats…which means all Falk’s stats ‘don’t count’ among the 

analysts, unless they’re bad/supporting the narrative. Falk wasn’t a celebrated five-star recruit…he was 
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just a walk on. You can’t have it pointed out that football people are terrible at judging football talent, as 

evidenced by their overlooking Falk…so, they try to downplay Falk…and elevate Darnold-Rosen from the 

same conference. 

Luke Falk should be celebrated. He walked on to the WSU team and was forced in as a freshman due to 

the starter’s injury, and was good right away…and then great his final three years of starting. He’s 

probably the most studious, serious-about-his-craft QB prospect I’ve ever come across…drop the 

‘probably’, he is the most studious/prepared QB prospect I’ve ever seen. He’s a freak about mental and 

physical preparation, as he’s been emulating Tom Brady (on and off the field activities) since he was a 

kid (by his own testimony). He works with sleep study scientists to improve performance via better 

sleep, as many are now doing in the NFL. He’s on a strict, balanced diet and is all about vitamins and 

essential oils to improve performance and awareness/mental processing. He lives in the film room. 

Everyone I’ve ever come in contact with who knows him says they’ve never seen anything like it. He 

practices all the positive visualization techniques. He is constantly on a quest to improve his mental 

state as a QB, his physical edge, and he works with QB coaches (and has since he was a kid) perfecting 

his throwing motion and velocity. 

Falk’s dedication and preparation should make him the perfect QB candidate in the job interview 

process. Instead, people think he’s ‘weird’. I will never understand the people in the football scouting 

and analysis community no matter how long I live. Why they dismiss Falk and run to a Josh Allen is pure 

insanity, dereliction of duty…but it’s predictable, like clockwork every NFL Draft season. ‘Big arm’ means 

everything to them. 

Falk compiled nice numbers at Washington State but not as much as I thought he would. In our system, 

his ‘___ per throw’ numbers aren’t the greatest (TDs per throw, yards per throw, etc.). They’re 

acceptable numbers, but don’t foretell of a future star. The data seemed odd to me…at first. But this 

data being ‘so-so’ made a whole lot more sense once I watched the tape of several games. 

Sometimes, data is not enough. I watched a lot of Falk tape, more than I do normally on a QB. A lot of 

2016 and 2017 season, even in ‘easy’ games. I did so, because I thought I saw a trend developing…or a 

background to consider. On Falk’s tape, and career…you have to take into consideration that 

Washington State wasn’t very good. Falk was working with receivers who couldn’t really keep up with 

how good he is/was. His O-Line, in the context of the PAC-12 powers…not good. 

However, Washington State started out 6-0 in 2017…with a huge upset of USC followed by a big road 

beatdown of Oregon. At one point, the Cougars were a top 10 ranked team in 2017. They lost at Cal in 

their 7th-game, in one of the flukiest games you’ll watch, and Falk had 0 TDs/5 INTs. They would later 

lose to Arizona, but Falk only played part of the game/got hurt. He came back from a minor injury the 

next week and shocked Stanford with an upset win. 

Falk didn’t just beat up on the hapless…he beat USC and Stanford in 2017. In 2016, the team started out 

0-2 and then won eight in a row….beating Stanford and UCLA in that run. He did all this with WRs, RBs, 
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and TEs that won’t sniff the NFL. I cannot convey the number of times Falk hit receivers with passes right 

on the money, and they dropped them. Or that Falk made pinpoint throws in small windows, and they 

couldn’t come up with the catches. Falk was the same accurate, succinct, unflappable QB upsetting USC 

as he was crushing Oregon State or as he was losing to Cal. 

I rarely saw Falk make a bad throw the entire time I studied him. His Cal game, the 0 TD/5 INTs…he was 

living in the red zone of Cal when it was still a game. He had a bad pick early on when forcing a play (rare 

for him). He had several picks flop off receiver’s hands into the defenders. He had TD pass called back. A 

few near TDs where the receivers came up short of the goal line and then something crazy would 

happen and WSU couldn’t punch it in or would turn it over. In his ‘worst’ moments, on paper, I thought 

it wasn’t as bad when I watched it on tape. I’ll bet Falk left 50+ yards a game and 5-10+ TDs a season on 

the field due to his surrounding cast. He’s better than his numbers…my scouting opinion. 

This is not even addressing or allowing for his 2017, where he was thought to have played most of the 

season with a broken hand. 

Falk has the NFL size (6’2”+/220+). He has character (team captain, a former walk on). He has the work 

ethic more than anyone in this class or probably any other. He has enough of a physical frame for the 

NFL. His arm strength is OK/NFL-worthy or average. He deserves to be a first-round pick. 

    

Luke Falk, Through the Lens of Our QB Scouting Algorithm: 
 

-- In his three years as a starter for WSU (soph.-senior seasons)…26-11 record. 1-0 versus USC. 2-1 

versus Stanford. 0-2 versus Washington. Versus Rosen and Darnold…2-0. Only lost to a team with a 

losing record one time (Cal 2017). 

 -- Last three seasons: 106 TDs/32 INTs, 68.9% Completion Percentage. 340+ passing yards per game 

average. 

 -- #1 career in the PAC-12 (since 1956) in completed passes, completion percentage (13th all-time NCAA 

in career), passing yards (#8 all-time in NCAA), passing TDs (#10 all-time NCAA). 

Falk’s productivity and output are some of the best in NCAA history…’system’ guy or not. And it was 

done with inferior weapons to most of the big name QBs. 

If I could take out his odd/bad game against Cal, and his two mismatch games versus Washington…over 

the past three seasons, Falk would have a 26-8 record, and 104 TD passes with just 21 INTs. 

Falk accomplished much of his success in the same conference at the same time Darnold-Rosen did…and 

Falk was better and had fewer weapons to work with. Somehow, he’s discounted because of the 

‘system’. Falk can’t help that he’s a great quarterback regardless of what system. 
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If Falk had played for USC, he would have put Darnold’s numbers to shame and won a lot more games. 

Yet, Darnold will be a top 3 pick and Falk will be lucky to be taken in the 2nd-round of the draft.  

Projected Measurables… 

Falk should come in at 6’2”+/220+ pounds and probably runs like Brady…a 5.0 40-time. His arm speed is 

probably closer to 50 MPH. 

 

The Historical QB Prospects to Whom Luke Falk Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

The system comparisons are all over the board…and names that should scare us off as the closest 

matches. However, there sits Tom Brady and Peyton Manning with some DNA matches…and I’ve never 

seen both of those guys on any QB comp top five that we’ve ever run.  

Our system says Falk IS more ‘system’, but it’s also seeing that there might be something bigger, better 

at a play. It’s why our scouting model grade is not hitting 8.0+…there’s ‘doubt’, too many negative data 

points…but there are some terrific ones as well. Falk is an odd QB dilemma in our system.  

  

QB-
Score 

QB Yr College H W adj 
Comp 

Pct 

adj 
Yds 
per 

Comp 

adj 
Pass 
per 
TD 

adj 
Pass 
Per 
INT 

7.812 Falk, Luke 2018 Washington 75.6 211 68.2% 9.6 19.2 45.8 

7.738 Weeden, Brandon 2012 Oklahoma St 75.6 218 68.2% 11.6 18.7 36.6 

6.212 Brohm, Brian 2008 Louisville 74.9 230 63.4% 12.2 20.7 34.9 

11.463 Brady, Tom 2000 Michigan 76.3 211 64.6% 11.8 15.0 37.9 

11.148 Manning, Peyton 1998 Tennessee 77.0 230 63.2% 11.4 15.0 38.9 

5.006 Halliday, Connor 2015 Washington St 75.5 200 67.2% 9.8 18.8 49.6 

4.817 Kidd, Jeff 2017 Long Isl.-Post 75.3 225 65.3% 11.4 13.6 34.5 

 

*“Adj” = A view of adjusted college output in our system…adjusted for strength of opponent. 

**A score of 8.5+ is where we see a stronger correlation of QBs going on to become NFL good-to-great. 

A scouting score of 9.5+ is rarefied air—higher potential for becoming great-to-elite.  

QBs scoring 6.0–8.0 are finding more success in the new passing era of the NFL (2014–on). Depending 

upon the system and surrounding weapons, a 6.0–8.0 rated QB can do fine in today’s NFL—with the 

right circumstances…but they are not ‘the next Tom Brady’ guys, just NFL-useful guys.  
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2018 NFL Draft Outlook: 

Falk is projecting in a #40-80 range overall for the draft. Not among the top five QB names for the 

football analysts and scouts. There’s nothing that will change his status. He won’t light up the NFL 

Combine. He doesn’t have any ‘sexy’ things to latch onto…ignored school, not fleet of foot, not a self-

promoter, etc. 

I suspect he’ll be a shock top 40 pick…as NFL teams secretly love him more than the analysts. He’s an 

old-school NFL coach’s wet dream. Climbing into the late 1st-round wouldn’t shock me. I think he’s the 

QB many older coaches will adore. 

If I were an NFL GM…this is a guy I’d want as my backup today and hopeful future starter. Falk is ready-

made for the NFL. If he had to start right away, a la Dak Prescott 2016…he would hit the ground 

running. He will not be fazed by the NFL. He’s ready…more ready than probably any QB in this draft. 

 

NFL Outlook:    

Will likely be drafted to be a starter in a few years, not right away…which is a crime compared to the QB 

names likely to go ahead of him and that will get pushed into playing time right away. The early part of 

Falk’s career will probably be taken away by analysts undervaluing him and NFL teams hiding behind 

that – Falk will be like Brady’s or Big Ben’s backup with thoughts of 2020. He’s less likely to be taken by 

Jacksonville and jammed in as a starter in 2018…although, that’s a place where I could see Tom 

Coughlin making Falk his kind of QB and taking him with a chance to play right away.  
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